A uniform theory of numerical approximation of multiple integrals of arbitrary multiplicity is a long felt need of applied mathematics. In the absence of something better, the Monte Carlo method is the one most commonly used now (see [6] and [7] ). For the integration of functions of one variable, for which purpose useful classical formulae exist, the error estimates are unsatisfactory inasmuch as they involve derivatives of high order of the integrand. Moreover, no criteria are available for the comparison of one quadrature method with another per se. In the present paper we construct a theory of mechanical quadrature for fc-fold integrals (fc St 1), and set down a rational basis for the global comparison of different quadrature methods. However, it should be pointed out that the theory yields no error estimates applicable to individual integrands. We discuss the Monte Carlo method at some length, and substantiate the educated guess that the method improves with increasing multiplicity of the integrals. The theory developed here will be used in a future paper to propose some new mechanical quadrature formulae.
The problem of mechanical quadrature is so to choose the weights and the abscissae of Jn that |e(x)| is minimised in a sense to be made precise. The approach of the present paper, following the lead of [5] , is to choose an appropriate subset Ct of C( S) and to minimise the average of |e(x)|2 over ffi. It is clear that we must have a measure over a. Since, in practice, the functions to which one would apply a mechanical quadrature enjoy a certain degree of smoothness, and since such functions form a set of Wiener measure zero, the temptation to identify a with C(S) has to be resisted. We choose a = S". A countably additive measure on Sx is constructed in [10] , a generalisation of [4] , and is called the Eberlein measure and denoted by dsx. The corresponding integral over Sx is denoted by E(-) or by jsx (■) dsx. The main results and notation of [10] are summarised in the following section.
1. The Eber lein Integral. Let
be an element of h; and Pn the projection operator on Zi into h, defined by requiring that the fc-fold sequence P"x be obtained from the fc-fold sequence x through replacing by 0 every xnv.."k with m 4-■ ■ ■ + nk > n. We introduce the abbreviations
If / is any weak* continuous real function or any bounded real weak* Baire function, then the Eberlein integral, E(f), of / is defined as the limit, when n -* °o, of (11) J6l f. Writing a2(I -Jat) for jSx (x, e)2dBx, and evaluating the integral with the help of (1.6), (1.7) and (2.1), we get where H,,¿ dtp** denotes the product of all the differentials dtp''' (1 ^t^ fc, 1 => j =i N). Using Fubini's theorem, we rewrite this as Integrals of high multiplicity occur often enough in applied mathematics to justify a study of the asymptotic behaviour of yk for large values of fc. We note that the terms for n = 0 in the two series in (3.7) cancel out, and that the term for n = 1 in the first series is 2fc/f9(fc 4-l)(fc 4-2)]. We write When fc = 1, 2, or 3, we evaluate the first two terms of the series for Ak, the first term of the series for Bk, and use estimates for the remaining terms to get 73 < 0.037 , 0.038 < 72 < 0.040, and 0.042 < 7i, which completes the proof of the assertion (3.10).
To illustrate the utility of the formula (2.1) for the global comparison of quadrature methods, we take fc = 1 and find a2(I -GP) where we denote by (?2 the twopoint Gaussian formula. For G2 we have ¿«>=3-1'2, Ai**\; ¿<2) = -3-1'2, Ai = i (see [8, pp. 368, 369] ). An easy computation shows a2(I -GP) < (0.07372)3~7.
To match this accuracy with a Monte Carlo formula Mn, one must take N > 1,000.
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